In the regression analysis, there are situations where the model have more predictor variables than observations of dependent variable, resulting in the problem known as "large p small n". In the last fifteen years, this problem has been received a lot of attention, specially in the genome-wide context. Here we purposed the bayes H model, a bayesian regression model using mixture of two scaled inverse chi square as hyperprior distribution of variance for each regression coefficient. This model is implemented in the R package BayesH.
Introduction 1
In the regression analysis, there are situations where the model have more predictor 2 variables than observations of dependent variable, resulting in the problem known as 3 "large p small n" [1] . 4 To figure out this problem, there are already exists some methods developed as ridge others. This class of regression models is known in the literature as regression model 8 with penalized likelihood [6] . In the bayesian paradigma, there are also some methods 9 purposed as stochastic search variable selection [7] , and Bayesian LASSO [8] . 10 more covariables than observations of response variable. In the cornerstone 27 publication [10], Bayes A and Bayes B models were presented. In the Bayes A, the 28 scaled-t density were used as prior distribution of marker effects, while in the Bayes B 29 the prior distribution were modeled using a mixture of a point of mass at zero and a 30 scaled-t density. More recently, the use of a mixture of a point of mass at zero and a 31 Gaussian slab were purposed. This model is known in the literature as Bayes 32 Cπ [15, [17] [18] [19] . 33 However, there are issues in these models which should have been taken into account. 34 The prior distribution is always influential, therefore its choice is crucial. In this paper 35 we proposed the fit of an Bayesian regression model with mixture of two scaled inverse 36 chi square as hyperprior distribution of variance for each regression coefficient (bayes H 37 model). Until our knowledge, it has never reported before. 38 An advantage of the model is the flexibility. Depending on values chosen for 39 hyperparameters, is possible to obtain equivalent models to (Bayes Ridge Regression and 40 Bayes A) or even to select variable via Gibbs Sampling in a broad sense. To illustrate to 41 application of the Bayes H model, we analyzed some simulated and real datasets.
42

Materials and Methods
43
Simulated Data
44
The aim these simulations were compare effects of prior distribution in the prediction of 45 complex traits in some situations such as presence or absence of strong linkage 46 disequilibrium or oligogenic or poligenic genetic architecture. The parameter settings of 47 four scenarios generated are presented below. The phenotype were calculated using the 48 equation described by (2). The values of hyperparameters for prior distribuition for σ 2 were defined as follows: 57 degree of freedom equal to 5 and scale parameter equal to 0.1. Figure ( influence of hyperprior distribution for τ 2 in the marginal prior for β j . Assuming 59 σ 2 = 1, it is observed the use of hyperprior A (mixture with same scale parameters) the 60 marginal prior resulting for β j is a t-scaled distribution. On the contrary, when 61 hyperprior B is used the marginal prior obtaining for β j is a mixture of t-scaled 62 distribution with the same location parameters but different scales parameters, which 63 results a distribution with tails heavier and sharper peaks than t-scaled. 
49
89
The mixed model is defined by
where y is the vector of response variable; X is the incidence matrix of the fixed effects; 91 β is the vector of fixed effects that represents (litter, gender, year and population 92 strucuture); Z the incidence matrix of random effects; b the vector of random effects 93 that follows Gaussian distribution with mean 0 and variance σ 2 b and the random error. 94 Population structure was infered using the results from fitting of Gaussian Mixture The statistical model is defined by Considering the fitting of the model, the prior distribution for intercept µ, is defined by 104
where ω 2 is a hyperparameter. In practice, we used a large number for ω 2 to set up this 105 prior distribution as vague.
106
The prior distribution for each β k given a value of τ 2 k is Gaussian, i.e,
Here, is the novelty of the manuscript. The hyperprior distribution for τ 2 k is 108 conditioned a latent random variable Z k . Hence, the hyperprior distribution for τ 2 k 109 follows the mixture of the two components scaled inverse chi square distribution, i.e
The hyperprior distribution of π is Beta distribution with parameters (α, γ). In 111 pratice, we adopted α = 1 and γ = 1 to obtain a vague hyperprior.
112
Finally, the prior distribution for σ is
where the hyperparameters ν σ , s 2 σ represents the degree of freedom and scale parameters 113 of the scaled inverse chi-square distribution.
114
Likelihood and Posterior Distribution 115
The likelihood is defined by
Hence, the joint posterior distribution is given by
4/13 P r(µ, β, τ 2 , σ 2 z, π|y) ∝
Gibbs sampling algorithm 
; σ 2(g) = 1 n σ 2(g−1) + 1 ω 2(g−1)
;
and g is the counter of Gibbs sampling algorithm.
121
The full conditional posterior distribution for τ 2 k given Z k = 1 is defined by
The values of z k are obtained computing the probability Z k given τ (2g) k and π (g) , i.e, 123 P r(Z k = 1|τ
where f 1 (τ 2 ) f 2 (τ 2 ) are probability density functions of scaled inverse chi square 124 distribution with parameters (ν 1 , s 2 1 ) and (ν 2 , s 2 2 ), respectively.
125
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Moreover, Z k ∼ Bernoulli(1, P r(Z k = 1|τ 2(g) k , π (g−1) )).
The full conditional posterior distribution for π is defined by
(13) The procedure to sampling β k given Z k = 1 from the full conditional posterior 127 distribution was adapted from the strategy purposed by [22], i.e 128 β (g)
where
and 130 y * * (g) ik
Finally, the full conditional posterior distribution for σ 2 is given by For Bayesian Ridge Regression, there are a unique τ 2 hyperparameter. The prior 133 distribution for τ 2 and σ 2 follows scaled inverse chi square with hyperparameters (ν, s 2 ) 134 and (ν σ , s 2 σ ).
135
The full conditional posterior distribution for τ 2 is
and for σ 2 , we have 137 σ 2(g) |µ (g) , β (g) , τ 2(g) , y ∼ Scaled-Invχ 2 ν σ + n + p,
Consequently, the full conditional posterior for β k parameters is given by
k |µ (g) , τ 2(g−1) , σ 2(g−1) , π (g−1) , β
. In this section we are going to show some details about conditional prior distribution for β k |τ 2 k given a prior distribuition for τ 2 k |Z k . This demonstration is based on [17] . The distribution of hyperparameter τ 2 k for given Z k = 1 is described by
, and the prior distribution for β k given σ 2 and τ 2 k is defined by
Consequently, the prior distribution for β k conditioned to σ 2 and Z k = 1 is given by 152
To solve the integrate written in (16) we have to make the change of variable 
and
Substituing both (17) and (18) in (16) we have
showing that (19) is a kernel of scaled t distribution [24], [17] with degree of freedom ν 1 157 and scale parameters 1σ 2 = s 2 1 σ 2 .
158
Likewise, for Z k = 0, we have 159 β k |σ 2 , z k = 0 ∼ Scaled t (0, ν 2 ,s 2σ 2 ) , wheres 2σ 2 = s 2 2 σ 2 .
160
Consequently,
showing that for (ν 1 = ν 2 ) and (s 2 1 = s 2 2 ), the prior distribution for each β k of bayes H 162 model is equivalent the prior distribuition of bayes A model. Furthermore, for s 2 1 or s 2 2 163 tending to zero, the prior distribution for each β k is equivalent to bayes B model. There 164 are other possibilities, for example, tending s 2 1 or s 2 2 to infinity, a mixture distribution of 165 slab Gaussian and t-scaled distribuition is obtained as prior for each β k .
166
Results and Discussion
167
In this study, we purposed a new hyperprior for bayesian regression model to predict 168 complex trait. This model were applied in real and simulated datasets. 169 
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Results from cross validation studies shows the prediction accuracy of Bayes H 170 model is slight higher than Bayesian Ridge Regression in scenarios where dataset were 171 generated from heterogeneous stock mice population and quite higher for dataset 172 simulated from random mating. Hence, the type population, consequently, the strength 173 of linkage disequilibrium is more influential in the prediction than number of QTLs (2). 174 However, comparing two datasets generated from random mating, the number of QTLs 175 caused a increase of prediction accuracy in Bayes H model. It was not observed 176 difference in the prediction accuracy of Bayes H when were used different hyperpriors. 177 Furthermore, the number of QTLs used in the simulations were at most moderate (50). 193 Therefore, models take into consideration that markers have different variances The hypothesis is supported when we considered that genetic architecture of trait can 206 be described by infitesimal model. However, we should have caution with these 207 arguments, Gianola showed heuristically that Bayesian Ridge Regression or RR BLUP 208 does not shrinkage the marker effects the same manner, the best linear unbiased 209 predictor is sample size and allele frequency dependent [17, 18] . Here we would like to 210 speculate another hypothesis about the reason of good predictive performance of the 211 Bayesian Ridge Regression in the real mice dataset. In the real dataset there are many 212 source of genetic variation besides QTLS, such as: background genetic, linkage 213 disequilibrium, epistasis effects and etc. Consequently, the linear model declared in all 214 Bayesian model is not true. Hence, the idea to select the markers that contribute the 215 phenotypic variation does not work well. And this case, the prediction provided by RR 216 BLUP or Bayesian Ridge Regression would be a better approximation. 
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